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INTRODUCTION

1.1

As part of the Trans Mountain Expansion Project, Kinder Morgan Canada has applied
for approval of its plan to increase its crude oil storage at the Burnaby tank farm by
doubling the number of tanks and more than trebling their total capacity.

1.2

I have been instructed on behalf of the City of Burnaby to provide an independent
opinion on the off-site safety aspects of the application.

1.3

I have over thirty years’ experience of research, lecturing and consultancy in fire and
explosion hazards and related fields. I have both a Master’s Degree and a Doctorate in
Combustion Science and Pollution Control, with five years’ post-doctoral research at
Imperial College into problems of ignition and flammability. I am a Chartered
Scientist, a Chartered Chemist and Member of the Royal Society of Chemistry, a
Chartered Engineer and Fellow of the Institution of Chemical Engineers (and a
member of its Loss Prevention Panel, and previously of its Environmental Protection
Panel) and a Fellow of the Energy Institute. I have taught modules on safety, loss
prevention and risk assessment at postgraduate level at several universities in the UK
and overseas, and have given evidence on related matters in several criminal trials, as
well as in public inquiries, High Court actions and in arbitrations in the UK, US and
Australia.

1.4

My directly relevant experience includes, among various other projects: heading
research into atmospheric dispersion from large pool fires, published in 2001; expert
evidence to a Public Inquiry in 2004 into a proposed residential development near the
Vopak oil terminal at Ipswich; membership of the internal investigation team
appointed by Hertfordshire Oil Storage Limited following the vapour cloud explosion
at the Buncefield terminal in December 2005; and leading a master class on process
safety at the C5 Tank Storage Summit, Amsterdam, in Jan 2012. My CV is in
Appendix 1.

1.5

I shall first present a simplified summary in Section 2 of the framework of regulation
and assessment within which the risks at the Burnaby facility would be approached in
the UK (and, with minor modifications, throughout the EU). In Section 3, I consider
the risks themselves and their likely impact on the application had it been made in the
UK. My conclusions are in Section 4.

2

THE UK APPROACH

2.1

Regulation

2.1.1 In the UK, the Burnaby facility and its proposed extension would be governed under
the British implementation of the EU ‘Seveso’ Directive, namely the Control of Major
Accident Hazards Regulations 2015 (COMAH) and the Planning (Hazardous
Substances) Regulations 1992 (PHS1).

1

The PHS is in force in England and Wales; there are separate but similar regulations in Scotland.
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COMAH
2.1.2 The Competent Authority responsible for regulating the safety aspects of COMAH is
the UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE). By virtue of its flammable inventory,
even the existing installation would qualify as ‘top-tier’ under COMAH, obliging the
operator, among other duties, to submit to the Competent Authority a safety report and
an on-site emergency plan and to contribute to the off-site emergency plan, each of
which is subject to revision periodically or if necessitated by some reason such as
plant modification.
2.1.3 The core contents of the safety report are well summarised in an internal HSE
document2. The safety report should:
a) Show the application of due process for identification and analysis of hazards that
is sufficiently rigorous, systematic and proportionate to risk.
b) Show how all measures necessary have been identified and linked to specified
major accident hazards, and implemented to reduce risks to ALARP [As Low As
Reasonably Practicable].
c) Justify why identified measures are not implemented by argument under ALARP
principles (i.e. gross disproportion of effort or cost linked to risk benefit gained).
‘Argument’ can be made using qualitative or quantitative statements appropriate to
the level of risk.
d) Show that an on-site emergency plan is in place, based on sound principles and
reflecting the major accident scenarios identified.
2.1.4 For a new site or major expansion of an existing site, the safety report can be
submitted in two stages, pre-construction and pre-operation, the former in somewhat
less detail. Nevertheless, for construction to go ahead, HSE must be satisfied at least
that there are no serious deficiencies even at this stage in the safety report. An
example of a serious deficiency would be failure to provide sufficient information on
the process used for identifying the listed major hazards, which would in turn impact
on the selection of countermeasures.
PHS
2.1.5 The presence of hazardous substances above defined threshold quantities (well below
the existing Burnaby capacity in the case of flammable liquids) triggers the
requirement for a hazardous substances consent, usually obtained from the local
planning authority.
2.1.6 The application is reviewed, among other statutory bodies, by HSE, which considers
the hazards and risks to the public in advising whether or not consent should be
granted. Consent is seldom granted against HSE’s advice.

2

HSE Safety Report Assessment Manual (freely available from HSE website)
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2.1.7 Where HSE advises that consent should be granted, it produces a map of the area
around the hazardous installation, with three zones delineated by contours representing
defined levels of risk or hazard. Different types and intensities of development are
subsequently permitted in each zone, much as set out in the MIACC Land Use
Planning Guidelines.
2.2

Assessment

2.2.1 Where feasible, HSE draws the contours on the basis of individual risk, as follows:
-

Inner zone: the risk of a dangerous dose = 10-4 per year (1 in 10,000 per year)

-

Middle zone: risk of a dangerous dose = 10-5 per year (1 in 100,000 per year)

-

Outer zone: risk of a dangerous dose = 10-6 per year (1 in 1,000,000 per year)

A dangerous dose (of toxic inhalation, blast or thermal radiation) is approximately
equivalent to the threshold of fatality (nominally 1%). Dangerous dose, rather than
death, is used as a harm criterion, partly to take into account societal concerns about
risks of injury short of death, but also because of technical difficulties in calculating
risks of death in view of widely differing individual vulnerabilities.
2.2.2 Again, quantification of risks from fires such as those presented by large oil tank
farms is complicated by uncertainty of ignition probabilities. Instead, HSE uses a
‘protection based’ approach, in which zone boundaries are set according to the
consequences of the credible worst-case scenario, so that:
-

at the boundary between the inner and middle zones, a typical exposed
population would receive a dose corresponding to a significant likelihood
(nominally 50%) of death;

-

at the boundary between the middle and outer zones, a typical exposed
population would receive a dangerous dose;

-

at the outer boundary of the outer zone, a sensitive or vulnerable population
(e.g. infants, ill or elderly people) would receive a dangerous dose.

2.2.3 In practice3, a scenario is considered credible if its estimated frequency exceeds 3x10-7
per year (three times in ten million years). Note that, both in advising on applications
for hazardous substances consent and in setting zone boundaries, HSE assumes that
the installation is built, maintained and operated in accordance with regulatory
requirements and industry standards of good practice.
2.2.4 The above approach aims for a separation which gives almost complete protection for
lesser and more probable accidents, and worthwhile protection for major but less
probable accidents.

3

HSE (2008) evidence at Public Inquiry re Oval Cricket Ground, Lambeth, London
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2.2.5 For thermal radiation, HSE has assessed that the above boundaries correspond to
exposures of 1800, 1200 and 500 thermal dose units (TDU), respectively. Thermal
dose units are a combination of the intensity and duration of thermal radiation
received, weighted towards the former as this plays the greater part in causing harm.
The intensity of thermal radiation a person receives depends on the intensity of the
radiation emitted, as well as on a geometric ‘view’ factor – essentially, how much of
the radiating surface the person’s body ‘sees’ from his location – and on atmospheric
absorption.
3

RISKS AT THE BURNABY TANK FARM

3.1

Overview

3.1.1 I understand that the tank farm predates the neighbouring residential area. The impacts
of many of the worst industrial accidents – among them Buncefield, Pemex, Bhopal –
were aggravated because residential and commercial development had been permitted
to encroach on an originally remote hazardous installation.
3.1.2 In my opinion, if the residential area had been built up first, then even the existing
terminal would have been refused planning permission in the UK, since HSE would
have advised against the granting of a hazardous substances consent.
3.1.3 The subject application is for
-

-

a very substantial increase in the number and average size of storage tanks;
necessitating a substantial increase in congestion, and thus an increased likelihood
of incident escalation, both because of reduced inter-tank distances and increased
complexity of firefighting tactics;
on a site with a marked slope, partly towards the residential area;
surrounded by forest containing ample combustible litter etc;
which, in turn, surrounds a university campus, whose sole evacuation route, I
understand, passes next to the tank farm.

3.1.4 In view of the above, the applicant apparently omitting to consider possible alternative
sites to Burnaby in which to locate extra storage capacity is of particular concern. In
the UK (a far more crowded land than Canada, after all) this omission in itself would
probably suffice to sink such an application.
3.2

Nature of the risks

3.2.1 Potential off-site risks are from thermal radiation from pool fires following ignition of
large uncontrolled spills or from tank boil-over (see further below), and from
inhalation of toxic vapours from unignited spills or toxic combustion products from
ignited spills. Internal explosions could propel large tank fragments considerable
distances; however, vapour cloud explosion is presumably ruled out by the nature of
the flammable inventory.
3.2.2 The risk assessment by Doug McCutcheon and Associates contains several
shortcomings and errors, of which the most important is the gross underestimate of the
risk of boil-over. Two others are worth noting:
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3.2.3 In case of an oil fire, the modelled hazard distance to the immediately dangerous toxic
exposure level (IDLH) is given in Tables 12 and 13 on p25 as 0.4-1.1 km, varying
with assumptions of fire area and combustion efficiency. Leaving aside the objection
that the IDLH exposure would manifestly not, in fact, be reached anywhere at ground
level in this scenario4, it is curious that this apparently serious hazard is not mentioned
in either set of conclusions (p32 and p40).
3.2.4 The analysis on pp27-31 neglects the fact that the statistics are per tank. To a good
approximation, the final result should be multiplied by 13 for the current situation and
by 26 for the situation after the proposed expansion, i.e. to 1.3 x 10-4 (1.3 in 10,000)
and 2.6 x 10-4 (2.6 in 10,000) per year, respectively, thus putting a question mark over
whether the risk would exceed MIACC guidelines for the nearby residential area.
Further, the range used in the analysis for tank leaks is, in my opinion, not
conservative. The data sources for the analysis are several decades old. A more recent
review5, on which HSE currently relies6, gives annual failure rates of 1 x 10-4 (1 in
10,000) for major releases (1000 mm hole diameter for large tanks) and 2.5 x 10-3 (2.5
in 1,000 or 1 in 400) for ‘minor’ releases (300 mm hole diameter). Based on these
figures, the MIACC tolerability guidelines would very likely be exceeded.
3.2.5 Note that the MIACC guidelines are for development near a major hazard – and not
for the converse situation: the construction or expansion of a major hazard near
existing residential areas.
3.2.6 For the Burnaby tank farm, in my opinion, the risk is dominated by tank boil-over,
since this scenario has by far the most severe and most extensive potential
consequences and, though relatively infrequent, is wholly credible (has a far from
negligible likelihood of realisation).
3.3

Boil-over

3.3.1 Some details of the mechanism are still uncertain and the subject of research, but in
broad terms, boil-over occurs when water at the base of a tank of crude oil (or oil
product with a wide boiling range) is suddenly turned to steam upon contact with a
wave of heat that has been gradually descending through the oil from a full surface
fire. The volume of steam being three orders of magnitude greater than that of the
originating water, virtually the entire contents of the tank are explosively ejected and
immediately ignited by the surface fire, generating a massive fireball supplemented by
widely broadcast drops of burning fuel.
3.3.2 The fireball, though of short duration, has a surface emissive power of approximately
150 kW/m2, which is a multiple of the mean surface emissive power of a (largely
smoke obscured) crude oil pool fire7. Additionally, the geometric factor at nearby
4

see e.g. Argyropoulos CD et al (2010) Modelling pollutants dispersion and plume rise from large hydrocarbon
tank fires in neutrally stratified atmosphere. Atmospheric Environment 44(6) 803-813
5
Glossop M (2001) Failure rates for atmospheric storage tanks for land use planning. Health and Safety
Laboratory internal report RAS/01/06
6
Failure rate and event data for use within risk assessments (28/06/2012) (available on HSE website)
7
Casal J (2003) Evaluation of the effects and consequences of major accidents in industrial plants: 8 (Industrial
Safety Series)(Elsevier)
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locations is vastly greater than that of the unobscured portions of a pool fire on a tank,
or even in a bund.
3.3.3 A number of prevention and mitigation measures have been tried, with varying results
but to date always short of full success. In particular, it has not been feasible to ensure
the removal of water from crude oil tanks. Likewise, various warning diagnostics of an
impending boil-over have proved unreliable, thus putting fire fighters in danger. The
highest death toll, more than 150 people, from a boil-over occurred in 1982 in
Venezuela; a report of the incident appears in Appendix 2.
3.3.4 A simple formula and a set of constants have been developed by INERIS (a research
institute connected to the French Competent Authority for the Seveso Directive) for
hazard distances for fireballs emanating from boil-overs8. The exposures considered
by INERIS are almost the same as those associated with HSE’s harm criteria above,
viz 1800, 1000 and 600 TDU. The relevant extract from the INERIS document
appears in Appendix 3.
3.3.5 Using the INERIS formula, the maximum hazard distances, measured from the centre
of the largest tank suffering the boil-over, are as follows9:
Tank capacity (bbl)

Hazard distance (m)
to 1800 TDU
(~50% fatalities)

155K (existing max.)

310

335K (proposed max.)

440

to 1000 TDU
(dangerous dose;
~1% fatalities)
410
580

to 600 TDU
(~dangerous dose to
vulnerable people)
500
700

3.3.6 From the above table, it appears that a boil-over, even in an existing tank, with less
than half the capacity of the largest proposed tanks, would potentially endanger not
only firefighters but also people off-site, especially those outdoors (spectators?),
unless they had been evacuated in time.
3.3.7 Radiant heat from the fireball as well as the rainout of burning oil would be capable of
igniting litter in the surrounding forest and a variety of exposed combustible materials
on and around houses10. If an uncontrolled forest fire is a credible scenario, then
evacuation of Simon Fraser University would be problematic, since both access roads
pass very near to the tank farm and might be impassable during the incident.

8

INERIS (2015) Standard boil-over and thin layer boil-over. Formalization of the knowledge and tools in the
field of major risks (DRA-76). Study report DRA-15-111777-00792A
9

I assume boil-over when tank half full and oil density = 800 kg/m3; the results are insensitive to density within
the relevant range. Distances tabulated are within at most 10m of different results using the constants for light
crude and heavy crude.
10

Babrauskas V (2003) Ignition handbook (Issaquah: Fire Science Publishers)
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3.3.8 Escalation would potentially also involve neighbouring tanks, especially any that were
downhill of the originating tank. Involvement of multiple tanks would make
firefighting still more complicated and hazardous.
3.3.9 Mr McCutcheon’s risk assessment, which informs the application11, nominates three
scenarios but declines to assess the risk of the one with the most severe consequences
by far, namely boil-over. He states on p26 that it is hard to model, lists some
prevention and mitigation measures that he understands are or will be in place, offers
some advice on managing the residual risk, and concludes that “This scenario is
considered not to be a factor in this analysis”. The apparent implication, that the risk is
too low to be credible, is reinforced in the first of his Conclusions, on p40, where he
states that “The greatest risk is a pool fire”. However, Conclusion no.7 perhaps hints
at some unease in this regard and the report ends with the sentence “It is noted that
similar incidents [boil-overs] have caused major damage for several kilometers
outward, and therefore emergency planning must include a response for this event”
[emphasis added].
3.3.10 The incidence of boil-over is by no means so low as to remove it from consideration
as a credible scenario, especially in view of its potentially extreme severity.
3.3.11 Under the direction of Resource Protection International, a consortium of 16 oil
companies has been pooling information including incident data in order to improve
understanding of the fire risks associated with large atmospheric storage tanks - the
LASTFIRE project12. Although most of this project, including the reports and analysis
tools it has generated, is the confidential property of the consortium members, some
information has found its way into the public domain. A 2011 presentation in
Sweden13 included statistics on various types of fire, according to which the predicted
frequency of full surface fire - the usual precursor of boil-over - had risen from
3.0 x 10-5 (3 in 100,000) per tank per year in 1997 to 4.21 x 10-5 (4.21 in 100,000) in
2011. The probability of escalation to boil-over had been given in 1997 as 1: a
certainty. This prediction was modified in the presentation but unfortunately the
modification is not recorded. However, even assuming the predicted probability of
escalation is now halved, the predicted frequency of boil-over in a terminal holding 26
tanks is greater than 5 x 10-4 (5 in 10,000 or 1 in 2,000) per year, or over 1000 times
higher than HSE’s cut-off frequency (see 2.2.3 above).
3.3.12 A review of incidents world wide by the Swedish National Testing and Research
Institute14 supports the LASTFIRE finding that full surface fires are likely to escalate:
of 22 full surface fires (out of a total of 104 fires recorded), 16 went on to produce
boil-over.

11

Trans Mountain Expansion Project vol 7: Risk assessment and management of pipeline & facility spills, para
3.2.2 and Appendix E
12

www.lastfire.org.uk

13

http://www.sp.se/sv/units/fire/PublishingImages/BRd/ETANKFIRE/ETANK%20revised.pdf

14

Persson H, Lonnermark A (2004) Tank fires. Review of fire incidents 1951-2003. SP Fire Technology Report
2004:14
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3.3.13 The statistics may well understate even the current risk at the Burnaby site, let alone
the risk post-expansion. According to a recent study15, even in the Port of Rotterdam,
where ample specialist firefighting personnel and equipment are available nearby, it
takes the fire department up to four hours from the moment they receive the alarm to
the moment they are able to apply firefighting foam premix to the fire. The report by
the City of Burnaby Deputy Fire Chief16 shows that the situation at Burnaby is far less
favourable than at Rotterdam, markedly increasing the probability that a boil-over will
occur before a full surface fire is extinguished.
4

CONCLUSIONS

4.1

The application for expanding the Burnaby Terminal would, in my opinion, have
failed in the UK and, in all probability, throughout the EU. My reasons are as follows:

4.2

I have seen no evidence that the applicant has considered alternative sites for the extra
storage tanks in appropriate detail or at all.

4.3

The risk assessment carried out on behalf of the applicant contains several serious
deficiencies, the most important of which is that it fails to give due regard to the
credible worst case scenario of tank boil-over and incorrectly states that the worst case
is a pool fire.

4.4

A valid risk assessment (addressing both severity and likelihood), with due
consideration of boil-over, would in my opinion lead to the conclusion that the risk is
already high and would become intolerably high (by my understanding of MIACC as
well as by UK criteria) if the expansion went ahead, in view of the logistical
complexity of fire fighting on a congested and sloping site, the proximity of residential
areas and forestry and the difficulty, in an emergency, of safely evacuating Simon
Fraser University.

15

van Buren J (2013) Principles and management of information process for integrated management of fire
safety at Seveso sites. PhD Thesis, University of Delft, The Netherlands
16

Bowcock C (2014) Trans Mountain Tank Farm tactical risk analysis (version 3, 2014 July 01)
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-

Principal of ASK Consultants (1982), specialising in loss prevention in the process
industries; also in related matters such as industrial air pollution, occupational
exposure to hazardous chemicals and contamination of bulk cargoes.

-

Member of Loss Prevention Panel, IChemE.

-

Lecturer/Trainer, eg at University of Sheffield, Process Safety & Loss Prevention
(MSc module sponsored by the Institution of Chemical Engineers and the UK Health
and Safety Executive); bespoke course on DSEAR fundamentals for Augean plc etc.

-
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waste treatment contractor).
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ASK Consultants ─ Safety and Loss Prevention – Major Hazards
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-

Independent combustion/major hazards expert on team investigating explosion at
Hertfordshire Oil Storage Ltd, Buncefield (Total/ChevronTexaco),

-

Co-author, COMAH Safety Report for proposed European LNG terminal
(ExxonMobil).

-

Evidence at public inquiry on consequence analysis of oil fires, focussing on off-site
thermal radiation hazard (BTP Hyder).

-

Independent review of two internal risk assessments, of off-site risk and of risk to
occupied buildings on refinery (BP Amoco).

-

Assistance in setting up statewide management system for sites holding hazardous
chemicals, Ukraine (EU: TACIS).

-

Wrote internal guidelines for major accident risk assessment for power stations
(Intergen).

-

Investigated two university laboratory explosions (Cambridge, London Royal
Holloway).

-

Audit of major hazards and occupational safety and health, refinery, Russia (EBRD).

-

DSEAR compliance audits and assistance with risk assessment (Unilever, Dairy Crest,
Augean etc).

-

Comparative hazard assessment of alternative chlorination systems, power plant,
Egypt (Intergen).

-

Quantified risk assessment, off-site safety and environment, hydrocarbon storage
terminal, Israel (Pi-Gliloth Terminals)

-

Risk assessment of fertiliser plant, Ukraine (EBRD). Production, storage and transport
of ammonia, ammonium nitrate, nitric acid, urea, oleum.

-

Risk analysis study of port extension and free port development, Mauritius (World
Bank). Storage and handling of petroleum products including bulk LPG, ammonia and
explosives. Review of safety management for Mauritius Marine Authority.

-

Mathematical modelling and assistance with design of validation experiments to
assess effectiveness of walls in preventing ignition of sensitive equipment by a pool
fire on neighbouring equipment (UK National Grid Co).

-

Fault-tree and consequence analysis, hydrodesulphurisation plant, Hungary (MOL
Hungarian Oil & Gas).

-

Chairing many HAZOP studies, eg Merox unit, alkylation plant, Colombia
(Ecopetrol); PTA and aromatics plant, Middle East (Arabian Industrial Fibres);
condensate/gas processing (Statoil) etc – also audits of HAZOPs.

-

Development of discussion document for CEC DG XII: Environmental Risk Criteria
Relevant to Major Accident Hazards. Definitions of major accident, environmental
harm index, acceptance criteria etc. (AGEL-CBI with AEA Technology and
Netherlands Ministry of Environment).

-

Expert evidence in a number of civil and criminal proceedings arising from worker
injuries due to exposure to substances hazardous to health (COSHH Regulations).

-

Research at University of Greenwich on dispersion of toxic plumes from pool fires.
Supported by HSE. The project involves field measurements on full-scale fires and the
application of CFD, especially in attempting to model near-field behaviour. Teaching
Environmental Risk Assessment to MSc students at same institution.

-

Expert safety evidence in litigation in connection with LPG explosion causing loss of
life and serious injuries.

-

Co-authorship of International Oil Insurers' EML (Estimated Maximum Loss)
guidelines for assessment of fire and explosion hazards. Both the IOI Guidelines and
associated software are commercially available.

-

Investigation of fire, explosion and pollution aspects of one of the largest oil tanker
casualties, Greece (West of England P&I).

-

Expert evidence in High Court concerning total loss of container vessel due to fire and
explosion (Middle East).

-

Consequence analysis and loss prevention advice, electrolytic zinc plant, Russia
(EBRD)

-

Assessment of off-site major hazard risks from novel chemical process for
Environmental Statement (Zeneca).

-

Safety audit and assessment of fire and explosion hazard, gas plant, Shanghai, on
behalf of US investor (General Electric).

-

Expert evidence at public inquiry, proposed expansion of UK international airport: on
third-party risks from aircraft crashes onto CIMAH sites and residential areas
(Liverpool Airport).

-

Assessment of consequences of accidents in proposed hazardous items store, MoD
Central Ordnance Depot. Consideration was given to CO, NOx, HCN, NH3, amines,
HF, HCl, COCl2, SO2. Study concentrated on near-field (<200m) dispersion from
pool fires and compartment fires (UK Ministry of Defence).

-

Detailed consequence analysis of various spill scenarios of hydrogen fluoride kept
liquid under pressure in alkylation plant, Spain (Repsol).

ASK Consultants ─ Exposure to Hazardous Substances/Processes
Selected projects:
-

Development of toxic gas model to assess on-site risk for World Bank sponsored
ISAS (Integrated Safety Audit System).

-

Expert evidence for Judicial Review concerning health risks from use of fertiliser
produced from power station ash (EPRL).

-

Incident investigation and advice on mitigation of risk to workers from chlorine and
hydrogen chloride evolved in electrolytic metal finishing process (Bundy
International).

-

Safety review of reception, storage, handling and use of very toxic and flammable
gases in the manufacture of integrated circuits (Applied Materials/Applied Implant
Technology).
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Experimental and modelling study to assess possible hazard from ingress of fire
fighting materials into adjacent spaces (BBC).

-

Expert evidence in many cases, for claimant, defendant and as single joint expert, eg
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Fatal explosion of thinners vapours in a confined space.

-

Alleged injury due to exposure to theatre smoke in fire emergency training.

-

Chronic health effects allegedly from exposure to solvent vapours.

-

Assessment of legionella risk in previously affected apartments.

-

Injury during unloading of corrosive chemical from tanker.

ASK Consultants ─ Air Pollution
Selected projects:
-

Modelling local air quality impact of aircraft emissions at London Heathrow Airport
(for British Airways).

-

Expert evidence on air pollution risks relevant to odour nuisance, irritancy and food
tainting at four Public Inquiries into planned hazardous waste treatment centres.

-

Advice on odour nuisance from agricultural activities.

-

Assistance in designing off-site odour monitoring for an industrial waste handling
plant; submission of a report to the Environment Agency on modelled airborne
pollutant concentrations off site.

-

Modelling local and regional air quality impact on sensitive receptors, including
island nature reserve, from off-shore flares, Arabian Gulf. Co-authored air quality
assessment teaching package for use by Government client in Gulf.

-

Modelling atmospheric concentration and deposition of toxic and ecotoxic material
from rocket exhausts, for UK Ministry of Defence, Public Inquiry.

-

Study of health effects of historic emissions from cokeworks on nearby residents, in
support of High Court litigation. ASK contribution included the study of generation of
irritants and other chemically active species in the coking process, and the adsorption
of chemicals onto coke particulates; as well as adapting dispersion and deposition
models for unusual sources. ASK also nominated the other experts and had overall
responsibility for cohesion of their reports on aspects of engineering, toxicology,
epidemiology and sample analysis.

-

Research project: possible health effects of landfill gas. Co-funded by Shanks &
McEwan and Department of the Environment. ASK carried out near-field dispersion
modelling from complex area source, also developing a CFD (computational fluid
dynamics) simulation. ASK was also involved in designing and interpreting wind
tunnel experiments and field monitoring protocols.

-

Successful litigation (High Court): investigating alleged damage to crops by fallout
from power station burning unconventional fuel (Orimulsion). Modelling chemical
transformations of pollutants within the plume and in atmospheric droplets; plume
dispersion and agglomerate deposition; statistical investigation.

-

Hydrogen sulphide exposure quantification after transient release in complex terrain,
in support of successful High Court class action.

-

Assessment of historic risks to nearby residents from emissions from asbestos factory,
in support of successful High Court litigation by mesothelioma victim.

-

Assessment of impact on air quality of planned expansion of Liverpool Airport.

-

Supervising PhD research at University of Greenwich on dispersion of plumes from
pool fires. (Supported by HSE.)

-

Visiting Research Fellow (advisor on atmospheric transport of toxic substances) at the
European Institute of Health and Medical Sciences.

-

Comparative study of emissions from various sources of biomass for electricity
generation (ETSU).

-

For 5 years taught Environmental Risk Assessment at MSc level at University of
Greenwich. Also 2 years at Open University (post-experience course: Environmental
Protection and Public Health).

-

Provided long-term regional expertise to CEC DG 1A for Monitoring and Assessment
of the PHARE Programme.

-

Development of toxic gas risk model, as part of the World Bank sponsored Integrated
Safety Audit System.

-

Theoretical treatment of diurnal "breathing" emissions from storage tanks and cargo
vessels with volatile contents (New York arbitration).

-

Ten years (Sheffield University and Imperial College) of full-time research on
combustion generated air pollution and flammability of vapour-air mixtures.

-

Advice to industry on air pollution impacts from planned novel chemical processes
(eg pharmaceutical and semiconductor industries).

ASK Consultants ─ Industrial Waste
Selected projects:
-

On-going health and safety review of treatment, storage, transfer and landfill
operations (Augean).

-

Provided risk assessments for novel processes (Castle Environmental).

-

Prepared consequence analyses for major incident scenarios, to comprise part of
Environmental Statement for planned hazardous waste treatment plant (incineration
and acid neutralisation), on behalf of Trinco, Thames Water, BFI, Cory
Environmental etc.

-

Leading workshop on hazard assessment of accidental occurrences: on-site and
transport, in short course: Risk Assessment for Waste Management, Loughborough
University of Technology Centre for Hazard and Risk Management.

-

Have given expert evidence on major hazard risk, odour nuisance and food tainting at
five Public Inquiries on planned hazardous waste treatment centres:

-

-

on behalf of Doncaster Municipal Borough Council opposing Leigh
Environmental (Leigh's appeal was dismissed by the Secretary of State, partly
on grounds of tainting risk);

-

on behalf of Cory Environmental at Seal Sands (Cory were successful);

-

on behalf of Browning-Ferris Environmental Services (BFI) (the appeal by BFI
succeeded and, unusually, costs were awarded against the Local Authority who
had refused planning permission on grounds of risk).

-

on behalf of British Cocoa Mills, whose plant is unique in Britain, concerned
about the possibility of food tainting due to atmospheric emissions from
planned industrial waste transfer station. Provided evidence on incident rates,
loss of containment scenarios, atmospheric dispersion modelling, mass
transfer and risk tolerability criteria. (The appeal was dismissed, solely on
account of tainting risk; the Secretary of State's decision was, however,
overturned on judicial review.)

Provided expert report (for Hampshire Waste) on risk of food tainting from proposed
MSW incinerator (report unchallenged at inquiry).

ASK Consultants ─ Carriage of Crude Oil, Petroleum Products
and Chemicals
Selected projects:
-

Investigated many cargo contamination claims, appearing as expert witness in
arbitrations and court hearings (London, New York, Sydney).

-

Advised P&I club on environmental risk management following incident off South
American coast: loss overboard of containers carrying toxic chemicals.

-

Investigated several hydrocarbon fire/explosion incidents, including one of the largest
oil tanker casualties (Greece), with detailed modelling of burning spill on sea, fire in
partially intact cargo tanks and release of oil under water.

-

Gave evidence in High Court concerning total loss of container vessel due to fire and
explosion (Middle East).

-

Investigated three unrelated fatal explosions, fuelled by hydrogen evolved from metal
cargo.

-

Studied evaporative loss and cross-contamination from volatile cargoes in transit;
appeared as expert witness on this subject at commercial arbitrations in London and
New York.

-

Developed computerised simulation of weathering of crude oil and petroleum
products.

-

Gave advice re safety of proposed inerting of vessel's non-cargo spaces containing
explosive mixture.

-

Developed CAROL (Control And Reconcile Oil Losses), a commercially available
computer program for auditing custody transfer.

-

Co-invented patented device for taking representative samples from stratified crude
oil.

-

Co-authored International Oil Insurers' EML (Estimated Maximum Loss) guidelines
for assessment of fire and explosion hazards. Both the IOI Guidelines and associated
software are commercially available.

-

Investigated near-disastrous runaway reaction on board ship, with detailed
physicochemical modelling, leading to precise identification of cause.

AGEL-CBI Ltd (Hungary)
Selected projects:
-

MOL Rt: comprehensive risk assessment and safety report for Seveso II compliance.

-

Paks Nuclear Power Station, Hungary: assessment of risks from oil fires to structural
integrity of turbine hall and to electrical systems critical for safe shut-down. ASK
involved in HAZOP and consequence analysis (thermal radiation effects, fires in
confined spaces); and providing technical liaison between AEA Technology (SRD)
and Hungarian client.

-

Development of discussion document for CEC DG XII: Environmental Risk Criteria
Relevant to Major Accident Hazards. Definitions of major accident, environmental
harm index, acceptance criteria etc. (with AEA Technology and Netherlands Ministry
of Environment).

-

MOL Danube Refinery: risk assessment of HDS plant carried out post-incident, to
satisfy requirements of insurers. ASK input includes fault-tree and consequence
analyses.

-

Specified in detail a two-week intensive training course in risk assessment (major
hazards) for Hungarian National Oil & Gas Corporation. Course provided by UK
Consultancy, financed by UK ODA Know-How Fund.

-

Arranged and took part in multi-phase training programme for Hungarian engineers in
the use of specialist risk assessment software, via UK consultancy.

-

Nominated and subsequently seconded our senior associate (Elizabeth Siklos) to EC
DG 1A as regional long-term expert providing technical assistance in monitoring and
assessment of the PHARE Programme.

-

Managed health, safety and environmental aspects of pre-acquisition audits of
Hungarian industrial sites for western purchasers.

-

Collaborated with UK Consultancy in safety study (funded by UNIDO) of Hungarian
chemical works, one deliverable of which was an Outline Safety Document (OSD),
whose format and methodology are transferrable to other major hazard sites. The OSD
is regarded as a stepping stone towards full compliance with the Seveso Directive.

-

Arranged and interpreted at presentation by HSE Principal Specialist Inspector (major
hazards) to Hungarian Ministry of Industry and Trade on the structure and functions of
the HSE, with special reference to major hazards and associated land use planning
issues.

-

Organised and participated in fundamental review, by UK experts, of post-incident
(reactor explosion) audit of safety and environmental risks from Organics Plant B at
Budapest Chemical Works (BVM). The review was on behalf of the Hungarian
regulatory authorities, and its conclusions critically influenced permitting continued
operation of the plant.

ASK Consultants ─ Partial List of Clients
Advanced Power
AEA Technology
Airedale Chemicals
Aon Risk Management
Applied Implant Technology
Arabian Industrial Fibres
Aspinwall
Augean Group
BBC
Booz-Allen
BP
Britannia Airways
British Airways
British Cocoa Mills
British Gas
Browning Ferris
Bundy International
Castle Cement
Castle Environmental
CEC DG XI/DG XII, PHARE, TACIS
Chem Systems
ChevronTexaco
Coca Cola
Cory Environmental
CWA International
Dairy Crest
Dames and Moore
Davy Energy and Environmental
Deloitte and Touche
DETR
Department of Trade and Industry
DHV Netherlands
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council
DuPont
EBRD
Ecopetrol
Enron
Environment Agency
ERM
ExxonMobil
General Electric
Hampshire Waste Services

Henkel Surface Technologies
Hungarian Ministry of Industry and Trade
Intercollege, Cyprus
InterGen
International Oil Insurers
KBC Process Technology
Kelbit Bitumen
Kellogg's
Liverpool Airport
London City Airport
Mars Confectionery
Mauritius Marine Authority
Mauritius Ministry Econ Planning/Devel
Ministry of Defence
MOL (Hungarian Oil)
Montgomery Watson
Newlincs Developments
Ove Arup
Paks Nuclear Power Plant, Hungary
Prudential Assurance
Ramboll
Resource Protection International
RPS Group
Shanks
SIGTTO
SITA
Solicitors (numerous)
Sypol
Thames Water
TI Group
TotalFinaElf
UNIDO
Welsh Development Agency
West Yorkshire Waste Management
Willis Corroon
Willmott Dixon
World Bank
WorleyParsons
WRG
WSP Group
Zeneca

Appendix 2
Report of tank boil-over, Venezuela, 1982
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Inferno at Tacoa
Venezuela holds record for most people killed in a crude oil boilover
Editor's Note: On Dec. 19, 1982, a large crowd of power plant workers and local residents in Tacoa,
Venezuela, gathered to watch a burning crude oil storage tank. Nearly eight hours had passed since the
tank first caught fire. Had the observers better understood a devastating phenomenon known as
boilover, the eruption of steam and hot oil that followed would not have claimed more than 150 lives.
The first hand accounts of those who witnessed the event emphasize the obvious - the potential for
boilover must be treated with respect.
Cafe owner Benjamin Frontado remembers a national
guardsman running down the street ahead of the
burning oil. Frontado's neighbor's ten year old daughter
stood against a wall, too frightened to move. The
guardsman scooped her up, carried her to safety, then
ran back to rescue someone else.? He never made it.
They found his body in the sea three days later.
Frontado himself turned and ran down the hill. The heat
was indescribable, he said, the most agonizing pain he
ever felt.
Draftsman Jose Marcano tried to reach the houses near
the tank to help any victims trapped there. The heat
and smoke were unbearable. Struggling forward he
came upon two young firemen lying unconscious in a
ditch.?
"I pulled them out and began to drag them to safety
when I realized that flames were coming toward us,"
Marcano said. "With nowhere to run I jumped back to
the ditch. When I turned to the firemen, they were not
there anymore. They had been consumed by the
flames."
Police officer Carlos Antonio Vergara describes the
tragedy as follows:
"It was the last Sunday before Christmas. Dawn was
breaking over the sleeping seaside village of Arrecife,
Venezuela, when three employees of the Electricidad de
Caracas Tacoa generating plant drove up the hill to the
foot of Storage Tank 8. Two men climbed to the top of
the 56-foot (17-meter) container to make a routine
check of the fuel level. The third man, Alexis Alzaul,
remained with the jeep below.
"Suddenly, at 5:45 a.m., the top of the tank blew off
with a shattering roar. Only one-third full with 3.5
million gallons of heavy fuel oil, the tank burst into
flames, sending dense black smoke hundreds of feet
into the air. The two men on the tanker were killed.
Alzaul, on the ground, barely managed to escape."
The fire department was alerted and, within minutes,
five trucks and 25 firemen from La Guaira fire station,
15 miles east, were clanging along the winding road to
the Tacoa plant, followed by more than 50 firemen and
equipment from neighboring fire stations and from
Caracas, 30 miles (50 kilometers) southeast. Over 300
police, national guards?men, civil defense volunteers
and other rescue groups also arrived throughout the
morning. Newspapers and TV stations sent reporters,
photographers and camera crews.
The police cleared the village of its residents and
established a safety perimeter around the fire.
However, some residents refused to leave their houses.
The newsmen and photographers would not be kept
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out. Many of them got as close to the blaze as the
firemen themselves.
The fire was very difficult to reach. The burning tank
stood on a steep hillside 180 feet (55 meters) above
sea level, surrounded by a 56-foot (17-meter) high
earthen dike whose top could not be approached
because of the heavy smoke and intense heat.
Assessing the situation, the firefighters came to the
conclusion that the foam and water in the trucks were
not enough to combat the inferno. The oil would have
to burn itself out. Instead firefighters concentrated on
controlling a burning oil leak coming from the dike of
Tank 8, to avoid igniting Tank 9 nearby.
At 11:30 a.m. a report was radioed to Caracas that the
fire was under control. The dikes near the burning tank were lined with firemen and newsmen. Almost
the entire management of the electric company stood watching from a bluff less than 200 feet (60
meters) away. The alleys between the nearby houses were crowded with fire equipment, ambulances,
police cars, television vans and private automobiles. Plant workers, rescue teams, police and firefighters
milled around with nothing to do. To one observer, the scene seemed "more like a fiesta than a fire."
But inside the burning tank an ominous thing was happening. Mixed with the oil at the bottom of the
container was a layer of water, which the fire had super heated to its boiling point. At 12:15 p.m. the
water suddenly flashed into steam, expanding 1,700 times in volume to create what petroleum fire
experts call a "boilover." The tank erupted like a volcano, shooting burning oil 1500 feet (450 meters)
into the air, forming a giant fireball nearly 2,000 feet (over 600 meters) long and 800 feet (275 meters)
wide.
This was the first time the phenomenon was ever known to occur in a fire of heavy fuel oil. Up to then it
had been associated only with crude oil.
The eruption snuffed out the lives of some 20 firemen and an unknown number of newsmen on the
dike. Descending in all directions the burning rain set fire to people, vehicles, houses, even boats in the
water as much as 1,500 feet (1450 meters) away.
"This burning oil missed the electric company executives watching from the nearby bluff, but as they
fled they were overtaken by a wave of heat estimated to have reached more than 1,500 degrees
Centigrade," said Electricidad president Oscar Machado Zuloaga. "It scorched the backs of their heads,
necks and arms, singeing their lungs when they took a deep breath like a giant flamethrower."
As the searing heat reached the vehicles parked on the hill, gas tanks exploded like bombs. Glass
windshields dissolved and the melting aluminum engines of the fire trucks dripped to the earth in
puddles. To escape the excruciating blast, people threw themselves into the ocean, including many who
could not swim. Carried by the wind, the wave of heat scorched people in the houses above the fire,
including a baby sleeping on a hillside three kilometers away.
But worse was in store. Thirty seconds behind the heat blast came torrents of burning oil, which
mingled with the melted asphalt of the roads to form molten rivers eight inches thick. Following the
contours of the hill, the blazing mixture ran down roads and alleys, poured over walls, through gardens
and houses, igniting everything it touched. Thick black smoke turned day into night. At the bottom of
the hill the lava flamed over beaches and into the sea, burning on the surface and killing many of the
struggling swimmers.
Sitting in his helicopter parked on the beach, Metropolitan Police pilot Josg Paolucci was unaware of
what was happening until he saw screaming children running along the sand with blistered skin and
flesh "dripping from their bodies like wax from a candle." Suddenly he felt the melted Plexiglas of the
windshield falling on his hands. He dived into the bay just as the helicopter gas tank exploded.
"There was no time to think," he said, "only to react." Paolucci escaped by swimming underwater, using
his arms to flail the fire away from his face each time he came up for air.
Freddy Garcia, of Radio Caracas Television was waiting for one of his crew mates to return with
batteries for his camera when he noticed policemen fleeing. Turning toward the tank, Garcia saw a
tongue of fire rushing at him. He began to run, the searing heat burning hotter and hotter into his back.
When he reached a fire truck, he dived under it, breaking his arm. When other fleeing policemen yelled
to him that the truck was on fire he scrambled out and ran with them.
With the sun blotted out by the dense smoke, the men groped their way along a hill by the light of
exploding cars until they found a row of houses built into the hillside below. As Garcia and the
policemen jumped down to the roof of the nearest house, one officer fell through the tiles to the floor
below, breaking both legs. With the front entrance blocked by blazing oil, his comrades had to climb
down through the hole, lift him back up to the roof and carry him from one rooftop to another.
At one point they were completely encircled by flames and smoke, not knowing which way to go.
"Panic began," Garcia said. "One policeman put his revolver to his head, preparing to kill himself."
Before he could pull the trigger something exploded, Garcia said. The brief flash of light illuminated a
clear path to the sea. The men jumped to another house, and then down to the beach. Fire still
surrounded them. Circling around the generating plant, they met a group of firefighters. The firefighters
chopped a hole through a wall, allowing everyone to crawl to safety.
Some people survived by desperate ingenuity. Jose Marcano saved himself by breaking into a house and
standing under the bathroom shower. Chemist Jesus Alberto Marquis sought refuge in the water
clarification plant, which he knew to be safe because water flowed through its roof and walls.
"It is difficult to describe how fast things happened," Marquis said. "With the burning rain, the heat and
the blazing oil following each other only seconds apart, there was no time even to think of helping
others." Yet many people did. Marquis, himself, paused in the terrible heat to drag to safety a policeman
who had collapsed of his burns. Other brave folks, whose names are not known, were seen staggering
from the flames carrying people on their backs. Many died in the attempt to save others. Some were
found still holding bodies in their arms.
Coordinated rescue attempts were possible only at the edge of the holocaust. At the landing dock, cafe
owner Benjamin Tamakfin Frontado waited for the fiery rain to pass, then swam to a friend's launch and

made trip after trip through the flaming sea to pick up people struggling in the water. Some were so
badly burned that the skin slipped from their arms when he pulled them aboard. He and his son are
credited with saving more than 30 lives.
On the beach, the men of the police special brigade (Spt Brigada Especial de la Polica Metropolitana)
plunged into the smoke to bring out more than 150 men, women and children who emerged from the
flames like ghosts, their feet and legs so badly burned that most of them had to be carried. Pablo Jose
Silva, 22, rescued seven victims before the soles of his heavy police boots burned through. One small
boy's hair was on fire when Silva found him.? Others he carried out were so horribly burned that the
memory of them still causes him to wake at night in a cold sweat. Silva and one of his companions were
later decorated for bravery.
The victims, numb with shock or moaning in pain, were loaded into ambulances, trucks and cars.
Drivers raced out of the danger area at high speed to keep their tires from bursting on the smoking
roads. In nearby hospitals, doctors and nurses worked around the clock to save as many patients as
possible.
"It was the worst day I ever expect to live through," said Nurse Iris Salazar of the Jose Maria Vargas
Hospital in La Guaira.
After the boilover, the burning oil flowed into the dike of Storage Tank 9. Several hours after the first
blast, its contents ignited. Fortunately, it was a simple fire, with no boilover and no additional
casualties. On Wednesday, three days after the fire had started, the last of the flames flickered out.
In terms of death and injuries the Tacoa disaster was the worst oil-storage fire in history.? More than
150 people perished, including 53 firefighters, 14 electric-company workers, and ten journalists and TV
crewmen. About 300 more people were burned or injured. Of the bodies found in the vicinity of the
burning tank, many charred beyond recognition, most could be identified only by their dental work and
the metal objects they wore. Some could not be identified at all. Even the fillings in their teeth had
melted. The remains of other people known to have been at the fire were never found. They either lie in
the sea or were incinerated to ash.
Property losses reached more than $20 million. More than 60 vehicles and a helicopter were reduced to
twisted heaps of melted metal. All that remained of the fire trucks were their asbestos hoses and the
metal cleats of the firemens' shoes. Some 70 homes burned down or were badly damaged.
The fire shocked Venezuela. While the ruins were still smoking, a national commission was appointed to
investigate the causes of the disaster. The Electricdad de Caracas also commissioned the U.S. National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) to conduct a further assessment of what went wrong at the Tacoa
plant.
Fire experts are still trying to solve the two mysteries of the Tacoa fires -- what started it and how the
boilover occurred. After the fire, it was said that the plant workers who climbed to the top of the tank
might have forgotten to bring a flashlight, striking a match to illuminate the interior of the tank.?
"But there's no way that heavy oil vapor could possibly have been ignited by a match, unless the oil was
heated to an abnormal-? ly high temperature, filling the air above it with combustible fumes," Martin
Henry, one of the NFPA investigators who visited the Tacoa plant, said. As to how, for the first time in
history, sluggish fuel oil could boil over, he can offer even less explanation.
"Until this fire," Henry said, "I would not have considered either event possible."
It was ultimately determined that the heavy fuel had been blended from a wide selection of light ends.
This led to the subsequent boilover.
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Appendix 3
Extract from INERIS report DRA-15-111777-00792A

the determination of the effect distances Xthreshold. automatically requires an
iterative calculation.
Hence, the only remaining step is to determine the distances of thermal effects on
the ground DISTthreshold defined between the centre of the tank and the target:

DISTthreshold 

X threshold  hFB
2

2

(m)

[22]

4.2.2 ESTIMATION OF THE CONSEQUENCES BY MEANS OF SIMPLE CORRELATION
In order to avoid recoding the whole of the equations described earlier, in the
following paragraphs, we present simple correlations based on the results
provided by the equations above. They allow us to obtain the effect distances for
the three most widespread products capable of giving rise to conventional boilover: heavy crude oil, light crude oil and fuel oil No. 2.
The correlations for determining the effect distances depending on the mass of
stored product may generally be written as follows:
DISTThreshold  AThreshold MLIQBThreshold

(m)

[23]

wherein DISTThreshold: Distance associated with the threshold effect Threshold (m),
MLIQ: Hydrocarbon mass contained in the tank at the start of the fire (kg),
(AThreshold, BThreshold): Pairs of constants to be determined according to the stored
product and according to the threshold.
The pairs of constants (AThreshold, BThreshold) were determined for different changes
in safety distances and are shown in the following table:
Constants associated Constants associated Constants associated
with DISTSELS
with DISTSEL
with. DISTSEI
Stored
product

ASELS

BSELS

ASEL

BSEL

ASEI

BSEI

Fuel oil No.2

0.264

0.467

0.42

0.455

0.573

0.449

Light crude

0.17

0.466

0.267

0.454

0.363

0.448

Heavy crude

0.14

0.478

0.249

0.46

0.345

0.452

Table 2: Pairs of constants (AThreshold, BThreshold ) for stored products.
INERIS proposes the use of these three relationships for the products identified in
Table 2 when the reader does not have the whole version of the tool.
For all other products capable of giving rise to standard boil-over, the model
presented earlier may be used if the physico-chemical properties of the
hydrocarbons are known.
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4.3 THE MODEL’S LIMITS
The model’s limits are:
 on the one hand, the determination of the heat wave’s characteristics and more
particularly its formation mechanism as well as the products which make it up.
Indeed, the heat wave was clearly identified but no data exists as to the exact
composition of this heat wave.
 on the other hand, the mode of suspending the liquid (fractionation of the
liquid) and its combustion during this phase (diffusion flame at the periphery
and gradual rise of the fireball under the effect of buoyancy which is not taken
into account).
 determination of the amount of fuel which falls back on the ground: suspended
fuel for which the characteristic size is too large for it to burn before falling back
on the ground. For the moment, all the material is assumed to participate in the
formation of the fireball.
 determination of the overflowing fraction that is not suspended. It is also
recognized that a part of the liquid may overflow without being fractionated and
thus not participate in the formation of the fireball.
All these points indicate that it is best to over-estimate the calculated effect
distances.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS
Boil-over is a phenomenon which has been little observed during the last 2
decades. As a reminder, the main cases listed in the previous version of omega 13
prior to this period:
th

YOKKAICHI (JAPAN), October 15 1955 (case No. 6051);
th

TACOA (VENEZUELA), December 19 1982 (case No. 6052);
th

MILFORD HAVEN (GB), August 30 1983 (case No. 6077);
th

THESSALONIKA (GREECE), February 24 1986 (case No. 6076);
However, the extent of its effects (a fireball of several hundred meters) is such that
it is necessary to take it into account notably within the scope of urban
environments.
The existing models described in this chapter allow us to obtain a conservative
estimation of these effects.
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